Educational testing and measurement on an international basis is viewed from the new quantitative perspective provided by the Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) method. The technique of longitudinal testing through item sampling employed in CAM is seen as being of significant value in formulating a systematic measure of achievement across national boundaries. Some specific applications of the principles embodied in CAM to the international educational situation are discussed. These include student selection, curriculum and program evaluation, and system monitoring and quality control. These applications are seen as particularly beneficial to developing countries which are attempting educational development and reform. (PR)
The emerging interest in educational testing and measurement on an international basis can be traced to at least two major historical trends: one growing out of the field of comparative education, aided by the recent efforts of UNESCO and other international bodies, and the other deriving from the transfer of testing methods as part of the educational system which metropolitan countries set up in their colonies in Africa and Asia. As these two trends grow and merge they have begun to stimulate a search for new and more efficient testing procedures which, coupled with the power and flexibility available with modern computers, can be used to measure, compare, select, and improve education on an international basis. This paper will review briefly the current situation in terms of these two trends and will then look at potential applications of some new measurement procedures, particularly in the developing countries of the world.

Until the latter part of the 1950's, comparative education consisted primarily of the juxtaposition of analytic case studies of educational systems in different countries. Authors were content to discuss systems in a qualitative manner relating education to characteristics of the society and discussing the interaction between educational styles and national character (see, for instance, Noah & Eckstein, 1969). With the Russian success in launching the first satellite and the subsequent critical analysis of Russian and American educational systems, there emerged an emphasis on quantitative data. Data appeared which reflected enrollment ratios, proportions of students in science and humanities, and even attempts to quantify the quality of educational output of various countries.
Supporting this trend were the growing efforts of international organizations like UNESCO and OECD to collect and publish comparable data on education in the member countries of their organizations. An even stronger demand for quantitative data was produced by the burgeoning growth of national planning efforts in the 1960's. Early attempts at national educational planning quickly revealed the need for extensive and accurate statistics of a kind which had never before been collected. The result was a rapid growth in data on a wide range of inputs to the educational system, information on processing characteristics of the system, and studies of output measures in relation to national economic statistics.

Attempts to construct models of the relationship between national educational and economic systems soon demonstrated the need for measures of output that reflected quality and content rather than just aggregates of numbers at various educational levels. At the same time, educational researchers were beginning to tackle the problem of comparing the amount of learning produced at different levels in different countries. After early efforts comparing two groups within a country or two countries (for example, Kramer, 1959), and more extensive pilot projects in a dozen countries (see Fodhay, 1962), a major international testing project in mathematics was planned and carried out in twelve countries.

The results of this project are reported in a two volume work edited by Torsten Husen (1967). The project involved testing two basic school groups in each country using a battery of nine tests from which three or four were selected depending on the level being tested. The contents of the tests were divided into twelve mathematics skills categories (Husen, 1967, Vol. I, pp. 104-105). Each country responded to the whole range of mathematics competencies. The test was administered once to each pupil in the sample and each pupil at a given level responded to the same items regardless of country. In addition, data was collected on schools, teachers, curriculum and the national educational system in each country. The data was then used to test various hypotheses relating these independent variables to performance in the defined mathematics categories.
The other major trend in international testing, educational testing for selection, does not have any comparative goals, although the information produced would be very useful if analyzed on a comparative basis. Examination syndicates in the metropolitan countries still set and mark selection examinations for many of their former colonies. The largest operations are carried on by the Cambridge and Oxford syndicates in England. Comparable services are provided by a section of the French Ministry of Education to the franc zone. Since the advent of independence most of these territories have gradually moved toward localization of the administration of these exams, often on a regional basis as exemplified by the regional examination boards in West and East Africa. However, even in these areas the exams retain their former structure and are still frequently marked in England.

The result of a common colonial history, and therefore a common design in educational systems, is a remarkable uniformity in the style and content of education throughout English speaking Africa and to a lesser extent Asia. In terms of testing, the systems take the form of a sequence of selection nets of ever decreasing mesh size. In most countries there are currently three major examination hurdles which determine the occupational destiny, and to a large extent the future life style, of the pupils in school. These occur at the end of primary school (now seven years in many countries), at the end of four years of secondary school (sometimes known as "O" level), and at the end of two years of Higher School. Figure 1 indicates the pattern which is present in Uganda and which if fairly typical of English speaking tropical Africa.

Because of the acute shortage of places at the higher levels, the examination is extremely selective. Examinations at each level consist of a battery of tests in the standard school subjects, usually with two or three papers in each subject. Exams are given at the end of the terminal school year for each level and generally take a week or more to administer. Tests are given on a national basis with every pupil taking exactly the same test at the same time throughout the country. Selection for the next level of schooling depends almost exclusively on some sort of cumulative mark computed from the various subject exams. Only in cases of equal marks where borderline
candidates must be selected do other factors such as age or character references influence the decision (see discussion in Somerset, 1968, p. 17ff.).

The importance of the examination results to the pupils cannot be easily understood by the Western observer. Failure to enter secondary school, and only one in ten of those who successfully complete primary school do, virtually assures the pupil that he must remain in a rural area or scramble for a low paying job in the growing urban slum areas. Access to a status job, enabling the individual to reap the benefits of modern technology, is, for all purposes, closed. As a result, the examinations have a tremendous psychological impact on the pupils and have an all-pervasive effect on the content and teaching goals of the school system.

In terms of reliability and validity, the test format and the extreme pressures under which the candidates work combine to suggest that there is considerable room for improvement in the whole testing process. A recent study, by Somerset in Uganda, of the predictive validity of the Primary Leaving Examination in terms of subsequent performance on the School Certificate Examination found that correlations between the two exams were of the order of 0.4 or lower. Regression analysis showed that the predictive ability for students with borderline scores was a good deal lower (Somerset, 1968). With extremely scarce resources, developing countries are in need of efficient testing and selection systems which insure maximum utilization of ability.

Principles Underlying New Approaches to Achievement Testing

A new approach to testing which has important international implications is called Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring. The system is longitudinal, uses item sampling, ties each item to a specific objective, and is based on a completely specified set of objectives imbedded in the teaching goals of a course of study. Continuous information is collected on each objective prior to its being taught, immediately after it is taught, and periodically afterwards to measure retention. Testing takes place at regular intervals throughout the course of study by means of a set of parallel tests of comparable
### Education Profile for Uganda

#### First Level
- **Asia**: 42.3 (20 - 63)
- **South America**: 52.6 (19 - 69)
- **Africa**: 24.3 (3 - 44)

#### Second Level
- **Asia**: 16.4 (7.3 - 30.9)
- **South America**: 16.0 (5.5 - 32.0)
- **Africa**: 4.0 (0.3 - 21.9)

#### Third Level
- **Asia**: 2.0 (0.5 - 5.7)
- **South America**: 3.5 (0.8 - 10.0)
- **Africa**: 0.14 (0.01 - 0.53)
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content and difficulty. All forms of the test are administered at each testing point so that information is available on all the objectives of the course at each testing period. Because all the test forms are used each time, each form is relatively short and a given pupil gets a different test each time (for more details see Wightman & Gorth, 1969).

The most direct product of this method is the ability to trace achievement on each objective throughout the course to see what the effect of teaching was, to see how one objective interacts with the teaching of another, to see when pupils actually learn, and to follow their retention patterns. Depending on the goals of the user, the results can become a major teaching device as students monitor their own progress, the system can be used primarily as a selection process, or as a system monitoring technique to measure national achievement, or to provide the ministry with accurate quality control measures for different parts of the country. A number of specific applications of the principles embodied in Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring will be pointed out in the following section.

Cross-National Achievement Testing

The study of mathematics achievement in twelve countries referred to in the introduction represents the beginning of systematic attempts to measure achievement across national boundaries. There are a number of ways in which the design utilized could be modified to increase efficiency by making use of some of the principles outlined above.

For example, a significant improvement in reliability and validity could be achieved by going to an item sampling procedure so that each national population would respond to a number of items keyed to a desired objective rather than having the whole population respond to the same one or two questions for that objective. This procedure is much more efficient in that each pupil still answers only one or two questions, but from the whole population you can make group estimates based on as many as twenty or thirty questions for a given objective. The only extra costs appear in the need to code a number of parallel forms of the test and the need for a somewhat more sophisticated
data processing and storage technique. The rate of improvement in the capacity and capability of computers makes the latter problem relatively easy to solve. Such programs already exist for use on smaller sample (see, for instance, Gorth, Grayson, & Stroud, 1969).

A logical extension of this sampling process could be used to cut the length of time an individual student spends taking a test. By sampling objectives as well as items for a given groups of students, each student only answers items relating to a sub-set of the objectives on which the whole group is being measured. A double benefit would result: individual testing time would be cut and the range of objectives tested could probably be increased for most groups. On the other hand, such a method would require that student groups be defined ahead of time in terms of the independent variables relating to school type, rural/urban setting, school quality, etc. The twelve country mathematics study could be useful to indicate those variables which are most likely to have an effect and thus should be controlled for in future projects.

Of necessity, the original hypotheses in the Husen study are painted with fairly wide brush strokes. However, with that data to point the way, more specific hypotheses can be considered, particularly as they relate to more finite areas in mathematics. A desirable adjunct to more specific hypotheses would be the keying of all items to precisely defined objectives. Objectives could then be grouped along dimensions, other than the standard sub-categories, to test hypotheses relating to certain skills rather than content. Other possibilities arise and are limited only by the extent to which one can calibrate items along different dimensions. The result of linking items to specific objectives is a much greater flexibility in the type of analysis which can be undertaken; one is no longer limited to aggregate scores in traditional categories. In addition, hypotheses linked to specific objectives are more likely to have direct implications for local and national school policies.

For certain kind of cross-national testing, one might also consider going to a limited longitudinal design, perhaps to smooth out differences in
school years or differences in syllabus design. For instance, pupils could be tested three or four times over an academic year. Using both item and objective sampling, and administering all forms of the test at each point would mean a relatively short test for any given pupil. Under certain circumstances one could also relate the time when various objectives were taught to the testing time in order to study the relationship between time of presentation and performance on tests. Such information would be particularly relevant when one is interested in the effects of different curriculum, teaching methods, texts, and other materials over time.

Testing in Developing Countries

While the techniques of Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring are readily transferable to the educational systems of the more developed countries, their application in the developing world requires some adaptation. Three areas of application are worth considering: student selection, curriculum and project evaluation, and system monitoring and quality control for educational planning.

Student Selection. As indicated in the introduction, testing in developing countries is now confined almost exclusively to a sequence of test batteries administered at major breaks in the system for the purpose of selecting those few who will go on to the next level. Testing done between these major selection points is either done as a training procedure to get students prepared for the selection exams or for the purpose of ranking pupils in the class at the end of the year. As there is no systematic attempt to keep cumulative records on individual pupils, a student's school record is generally confined to his cumulative score on the highest level selection examination which he took.

The problems with the selection examinations as they now stand are related to their one-time, all-or-nothing nature, and the limitations imposed by the need to do all the testing within a short time interval. Validity and reliability could be considerably improved by going to some type of longitudinal measuring system, perhaps during the last six months prior to the selection decision.
If the objectives for the examination were completely specified, and a group of items written for each objective, then a series of monitors of parallel form could be constructed. The length of the monitors would depend on the overall number of objectives and the number of testing periods. Several hundred objectives grouped into twenty categories and spread out over ten test periods would lead to tests of twenty to forty items each, depending on decisions about the number of items desired for each detailed objective.

Since the curriculum in developing countries tends to be more cyclical than sequential, most of the items would be of a post-test nature. Patterns of review during the six month period would vary across schools and teachers, but the fact that all forms of the test are used each time would compensate for any temporary advantages to a particular pupil as the result of one testing. One might object that this would lead to the last six months being spent entirely on review and testing; this is the case currently. The advantage of the longitudinal approach lies in the lack of psychological pressure and the increased reliability from repeated testing. The tests also form a continuous monitoring system which help the pupil evaluate his progress and to learn more thoroughly the competencies being tested because of the periodic reinforcement of the whole range of skills.

Selection could then be made on the basis of a pool of 200 to 400 items covering the complete range of objectives. By grouping objectives, sub-scores could be computed to reflect specific skill clusters which could then be weighted to bias selection in desired directions according to manpower needs of the country. A longitudinal testing scheme also makes selection possible on the basis of information on the rate of learning of pupils over the testing period. Rate of learning information along with measures of initial and final performance might well be used to offset the severe handicaps imposed on children from poor quality schools. Somerset concludes from his study of education in Uganda that the quality of elementary schooling has an irreversible effect on secondary school performance (Somerset, 1968, p. 97). The review and reinforcement nature of the testing sequence might offset part of this difference over a six month period.
Problems with this system might be encountered in terms of the increased communication and liaison required since test results must be returned ten different times. On the other hand, the very frequency of the event should lead to rapid refinements of the system so that it could operate fairly efficiently. The other major problem would be one of security; test booklets would have to be kept secure in each school over the testing period. Several alternatives might be possible, such as having them kept in a regionally centralized location between testings. The risk is also lower since the cost of a leak for a given test form would be relatively low since it comprises only a small part of the total item pool.

Because of the number of unknowns in the proposed approach, the author would recommend that the system be used with a sample of students in parallel with the normal system. In that way results of the two could be compared and data could be acquired on the relative costs and benefits of the two systems. Spreading the testing over the longer period would also reduce the peak load demands on processing equipment and personnel, allowing a less intense and more regular utilization of these resources.

Curriculum and Project Evaluation. A second area of application which has considerable potential for developing countries is that of curriculum and project evaluation. This is particularly appropriate at a time when national and regional institutions are engaged in rewriting syllabi and curriculum to adapt their inherited system to the specific needs and interests of African pupils. Curriculum evaluation is perhaps the weakest aspect of educational systems in developing areas. What little evaluation is done is usually of a vague and general nature. Typically, the only criteria is performance on the selection examination. Sometimes the examination is not even vaguely related to the syllabus to be evaluated, and it may occur as much as four years after the particular curriculum being evaluated. Unfortunately, the social and political pressures to consider the selection examination the only valid criterion are extremely strong. The result has been that most new curriculum projects have enjoyed brief popularity and then faded under the relentless pressure of the selection examinations.
Compounding this difficulty is the extreme scarcity of personnel with testing and evaluation skills. Only rarely does a ministry inspectorate contain anyone with testing knowledge. Examination secretaries are primarily administrative positions and rarely have any training in testing methodology. Added to this is the fact that the teaching force in primary school is in need of massive retraining in subject skills included in the curriculum, to say nothing of measurement procedures. Secondary school teachers are well trained in their subject areas, but for a variety of historical reasons they have little knowledge of testing and measurement skills.

Such a situation seems ripe for curriculum imbedded testing procedures. This means that when a new curriculum is constructed a complete set of objectives is specified at the same time. Items are written to measure each of these objectives, and a set of parallel form monitors is constructed for inclusion in the teaching materials for the curriculum. Teachers are instructed in the use of the monitors and all results are forwarded to evaluators on a regular basis. At the same time, copies of results can be returned to students for their own information and motivation.

One advantage of using curriculum imbedded testing is that in order to construct the tests, curriculum planners are forced to specify a detailed set of objectives from which to work. General objectives are included in most projects, but often they are only partially complete since they are not directly applied in the traditional curriculum. A second advantage of this approach is that test results become a direct measure of these specific objectives. As a result, evaluators have information with which they can plot achievement profiles for each of the major goals of the project and can make modifications on the basis of specific data about the success or failure of each aspect of the project. In contrast, traditional methods of evaluation involve all-or-nothing decisions based on performance on tests which are only indirectly related to the goals of the new curriculum.

Another advantage lies in the longitudinal format of the testing. Because each objective is tested before it is taught, immediately after it is taught, and regularly thereafter for retention, achievement profiles for each objective can be plotted to trace the relationship between achievement and the teaching
of that objective and also the teaching of other related objectives which may influence the first objective. Such data opens the way for decisions on the sequence of teaching objectives, the length of time spent on various objectives, and the interaction of teaching methods with the abilities of different groups of students. Finally, continuous data allows curriculum designers to modify the approach as the course goes along rather than having to wait until the end of the year for any measure of success or failure.

Evaluating curriculum with Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring provides decision makers with a range and specificity of data which greatly increases the alternatives available to them when they must decide on the future of a new curriculum. Instead of the traditional dichotomous decision of whether to drop or retain a curriculum, the decision maker can now use the data on the strengths and weaknesses of specific parts of the curriculum to recommend a range of deletions, improvements, and modifications. The data also provides information on the relative efficiency of the methods employed to teach the curriculum in terms of learning speed and retention.

When a particular curriculum is subsequently adopted, the imbedded tests used for evaluation can become part of the teacher's resources for teaching and monitoring. This is especially useful when teachers are poorly trained and have neither the skills nor the motivation to construct good quality monitors. The imbedded monitors thus improve the measurement of pupils' skills and, at the same time, can be used as a teaching device for pupils to get regular feedback on their progress which enables them to plan their study time. Not incidentally, such monitors would also serve as models for testing which teachers might want to imitate in their other courses.

System Monitoring and Quality Control. A third possible application of CAM techniques would provide a completely new type of information for the inspectorate and for ministries of planning and development. Since the syllabi for all subjects are set and controlled on a national level, it is feasible to consider monitoring progress in specific subjects on a national level. The information produced would serve such goals as quality control, input on the efficiency and productivity of different institutions, input
for decisions on resource allocation and educational policies, and badly needed data for constructing educational plans for future expansion and investment in education.

At present the only quality measures available to the inspectorate are the wholistic results of selection examinations given at the end of each major level in the system and the subjective impressions of the inspectors as they visit schools and watch individual classes. To provide the needed data, a national sample of students could be selected in a particular subject and, over a period of as much as an academic year, administered a sequence of CAM monitors based on a set of nationally specified objectives. There need only be one set of monitors so that test construction is a task of reasonable dimensions. Participating teachers can hand score results before sending the data to a central location. With a short training session, teachers could then make use of the data as part of their teaching. Monitors can be short so that they are easily administered within a period on the normal school schedule. Past experience indicates that teachers and pupils quickly adapt to the system and often come to view the monitors as desirable parts of the learning process rather than as tests to be feared.

The information available to the inspectorate and the ministry then changes radically. There would be information on achievement on the complete range of specific objectives in a given subject curriculum. Depending on the choice of the sample, the achievement can be related to type of school, year in school, quality of pupils and characteristics of teachers. Achievement profiles can be constructed by region, by type of school, or by virtually any other delineated variable. In addition to measures of achievement, the longitudinal nature of the monitoring provides information on rates of learning and retention, interaction with teaching methods and materials, and interaction between objectives. Again, these relationships can be studied within the context of other variables such as pupil characteristics or teacher experience.

With a monitoring program extending over several years, the inspectorate could build a composite picture of learning and retention rates across the nation as students moved through a four year curriculum in mathematics, for
example. The potential uses of such information are of a wide variety. Among them would be decisions on the use of manpower in the inspectorate, choice of teacher populations for in-service training, choice of content for such training, revision of curriculum, particularly in terms of sequence and time allocations for the different sections, and larger policy decisions about the length of time spent at various levels in the educational system.

The last example indicates ways in which the data would influence national educational policies beyond the question of quality control. A good illustration is provided by the decision several years ago to reduce primary education in Uganda by one year, to a total of seven years. The decision was taken on the basis of extensive information about the cost of the final year and on the basis of the political need to provide more school places at the same level of financing. The crucial variable, a measure of the productivity of that year, was completely missing. There was a general intuitive feeling among educators, backed up by sporadic testing information, that the marginal productivity of the last year was not commensurate with its cost. In contrast, consider the detail which a CAM process would have provided as input to such a decision. Even more important, the data would provide guidelines as to where the curriculum needed to be modified in order to excise a year of classes.

When combined with detailed information on inputs to the school system, the CAM data on specific outputs will enable planners to relate particular inputs to particular changes in outputs. This leads to measures of efficiency of various types of educational institutions which in turn become input for decisions on allocation of resources for maximum effectiveness. Questions on the use of various types of teachers, for instance, can be related to output effectiveness of teachers. Such data could be used to investigate charges that young volunteer teachers from the United States are less effective and produce lower examination results. Another application would be to understand the relative strengths and weaknesses of the different grades of teachers in the system. Many systems in Africa are now producing a lower grade of teacher to be used in the first part of secondary education. How should these teachers be used to be most effective? Parallel decisions
are necessary in areas of finance, capital expenditure, and pupil selection policies, and all would benefit from specific, time-based measures of output for comparative valuation of different inputs.

Finally, both the short and long term results of a national monitoring program would be invaluable input for educational planners who must project investments in education for five and ten year periods. At the moment they work with only the crudest measures of outputs and their valuation. Being able to disaggregate educational indices so as to include measures of specific skills and competencies would be a considerable improvement over current methods which depend primarily on number of years of schooling completed. Long term results would provide much more useful measures of the stock of educated manpower. Regular monitoring over a period of five to ten years would produce accurate profiles of stocks in terms of very specific skill achievements. This data would in turn allow an attack on the serious problem which manpower experts now face in translating occupational categories into educational prerequisites.

The kinds of benefits cited in the last few paragraphs are particularly important for developing countries. Their educational systems are relatively small, fairly uniform, especially at the second and third levels, and they are administered on a centralized national basis. Coupled with these characteristics are the facts of extreme resource scarcity in the face of demand levels several times beyond the capacity which their resources can hope to support. In short, efficient planning and allocation of resources is imperative both economically and often politically. In such a situation the use of efficient monitoring procedures has a much more favorable cost-benefit position than it may have in more developed countries.
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